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20 oz. PET Swirl Aquafina Water Bottle 
Narrow Column Vending E-Models 

M007.1 
 
 
Parts needed per Narrow Column: 

1 – 805,701,15x.x1 Bottle Shim, Right 
1 - see list Assy., Bottle Divider 

801,903,72x.x1 501 "E" Models 
801,903,73x.x1 600 "E" Models 

 
To load Aquafina Bottle if column is sold-out: 
1. Unhook spring clip ends "A" and "B" and remove Bottle Divider Assembly. 
2. Load all the rear bottles with caps to the rear. 
3. Hang Bottle Divider Assembly in position. 

A) Place Bottle Divider Assembly in position with area "D" (see figure 1) towards the front as shown. 
B) Spring  clip end "A" (see figure 1) goes in the center hole "C" at the top of the narrow column wall on the left  
(see figure 2). 
C) Spring clip end "B" (see figure 1) goes in the center hole at the top of the narrow column wall on the right (see figure 2). 

4. Load all front bottles with caps to the rear. 
5. Ensure gate strips are open. 
 
To load Aquafina Bottle if column is partially full: 
1. Unhook spring clip ends "A" and "B" (see figure 1) of Bottle Divider Assembly and lay bottle divider on top of the front bottles. 
Important: Do not remove Bottle Divider Assembly from between packages still in column. 
2. Load all rear bottles with caps to the rear. 
3. Hang Bottle Divider Assembly in position. 

A) Place the Bottle Divider Assembly in position as shown. 
B) Spring clip end "A" (see figure 1) goes in the center hole at the top of the narrow column wall on the left (see figure 2). 
C) Spring clip end "B" (see figure 1) goes in the center hole at the top of the narrow column wall on the right (see figure 2.) 

4. Load all front bottles with caps to the rear. 
5. Ensure gate strips are open. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1 
Bottle Divider Assembly 

(front view when installed) 

Figure 2 
Narrow Column Wall 

(side view of top half of column wall) 


